The State Of Alabama Department of Labor's Abandoned Mine Reclamation Program maintains and provides digital access to the Alabama Mine Map Repository for Underground Mines.

Directory of Underground Mine Maps

The Repository is digitally archived in our Irondale, Alabama Office and consists primarily of underground coal mine maps with a few selected underground metal ore* mine maps as well. The Repository is managed by our GIS Professional and all maps have been geo-referenced. Please be advised that copies of the underground mine maps are unavailable to the public pursuant to State Coal Mining Laws (Ala. Code §§ 25-9-300 through 25-9-304 ). *Metal ore mine maps are not subject to this restriction.

An appointment is required to review the available maps.

The Underground Mine Map Repository can be reviewed at:

The Alabama Department of Labor Abandoned Mine Reclamation Office
4351 Crescent Drive Irondale, Alabama 35210.
Phone (205) 945-8671
Email Matthew.Trousdale@labor.alabama.gov